
 

7-year-old girl gets new hand 
from 3-D printer 

 
By John Rogers | Associated Press 

Seven-year-old Faith Lennox never thought much about putting a prosthetic limb 

where her missing left hand had once been. 

Not until the little girl learned she could design her own. And that she could strap 

it on easily. Then she could jump on her bike and pedal away. 

With family members occasionally shouting "Be careful" and "Watch out for that 

car," Faith firmly placed her new hand's bright blue and pink fingers on her bike's 

left handlebar. Then she took off. She rode around the Build It Workspace. 

Inside, just a short time before, that hand had rolled off a 3-D printer that built it 

overnight. 

"I don't think we'll ever get her off it," said her mother, Nicole. She was smiling 

with resignation as she watched her daughter continue to circle the parking lot in 

Los Alamitos. It is a suburb in Orange County, California. 

The prosthetic that had just made such a task immediately easy represents a 

breakthrough in small, lightweight hands. They are easy for children to use. It 

weighs only a pound and costs just $50 to construct. It is made out of the same 

materials used to make drones and automobile parts. 

When Faith outgrows it in six months or a year, a replacement can be made just 

as cheaply and easily. That's according to Mark Muller, a prosthetics professor at 

California State University, Dominguez Hills. He helped with the design. He said 



a heavier adult model with sensors attached to a person's muscles would run 

$15,000 to $20,000. 

Faith manipulates her hand without sensors. Instead, as she demonstrated after 

the bike ride, she moves her upper arm back and forth. That in turn opens and 

closes its blue and pink fingers. "My favorite colors," she noted with a smile. She 

uses the fingers to grasp objects. One was the plush toy she brought with her. 

The oldest of three children, Faith had compartment syndrome when her position 

during childbirth cut off the flow of blood to her left forearm. The issue damaged 

tissue, muscle and bone. After nine months of trying to save the limb, doctors 

determined they had to amputate just below the elbow. 

She had tried a couple more traditional — and more expensive — prosthetics over 

the year. She found them bulky, heavy and hard to use. 

Her parents were working with the nonprofit group E-Nable to get her a 3-D-

printed hand. But the technology is so new there's a waiting list, her mother said. 

Then she learned from a friend what Build It Workspace could do. His son had 

visited with his Scout troop. The small studio teaches people to use high-tech 

printers. It provides access to them for projects and does its own commercial 

printing. 

The company was founded less than a year ago by mechanical engineer Mark 

Lengsfeld. The firm has printed out everything from pumps for oil and gas 

companies to parts for unmanned aerial vehicles. But this was the first hand 

Lengsfeld and his employees had built. 

So he used E-Nable's open-source technology and called in Cal State, Dominguez 

Hills' experts for guidance. 

When Faith quickly strapped on their new creation and headed out to ride, as TV 

cameras captured the moment, Lengsfeld admitted he was nervous. After being 

up all night finishing the hand, he wanted to test it himself to be sure it worked. 

"But she did fine with it," he said, chuckling. 

She noted it did fine by her as well. 



"I didn't have to lean so much," she said of the difficulty of navigating and 

steering a bike with just one hand. 

Afterward, as onlookers crowded into Build It's small studio, the little girl sat 

shyly in front of a huge poster. "Hand It To Faith," it read. Lengsfeld had made it 

for her. 

But when asked to demonstrate how she can use the hand to help with things like 

schoolwork, she got busy. She placed her new hand firmly on a piece of paper. 

The hand held it in place as she drew a picture. 

And just what did she draw? 

Her new hand, of course, complete with robot fingers in perfect detail. 
 

Drones converge on 
California coast 

 
By Martha Mendoza | Associated Press 

Surfers catching waves and mountain bikers pedaling through forests are used to 

the occasional low flying pelican or diving hawk. But these days, outdoor 

recreationists may find what's up in the air isn't a bird at all. It's a drone. 

Last week top drone-makers, along with investors, regulators and inventors, 

gathered. They were in one of the most popular regions for outdoor activity in the 

U.S. It's California's Central Coast. They showed off their devices. They also heard 

about new uses for airborne robots. And, they hit the waves and trails. 



The meeting was the Drones Data X Conference Santa Cruz. It ran from May 1 to 

3 and also featured experts. They explained how unmanned-aerial vehicles can 

map remote areas or rescue hikers or swimmers. 

Federal regulators are still sorting out drone rules. They were on hand to discuss 

updates on regulations. Those discussions included whether operators need to 

keep a drone within their line of sight, how high they can go and whether they 

can fly directly above a person. 

"Drones are in a bit of their Wild West period right now. But in the future they'll 

be used to transport people, medicine, goods. Anything done on a highway will 

just as well be done by air," conference organizer Philip McNamara said. 

Spending on unmanned aerial vehicles is projected to double over the next 

decade. It should grow from about $6.4 billion a year to $11.5 billion a year. That 

is according to industry analyst Teal Group. 

McNamara said about 90 percent of the investment money flowing toward drone 

technologies comes from the nation's high tech hub. That's Silicon Valley. It's 

about 30 miles from where the conference was held. Santa Cruz economic 

development director Bonnie Lipscomb said the city hoped some firms will liked 

what they saw. The area includes sandy beaches and redwood forests. 

Local mountain bike and kite surfing companies are loaned gear and expertise to 

the conference. 

Sergio Capozzi at the Society of Outdoor Recreation Professionals said there is 

both crossover and conflict between outdoor recreationists and drone 

enthusiasts. 

"There is likely an appropriate time and place for drones in nature. The challenge 

comes in finding the right balance of when and where drones are appropriate," he 

said. 

Prices are expected to go down and drone technology will advance. Park and 

wilderness visitors who want to use drones also need to make sure that everyone 

is having a safe and enjoyable experience, Capozzi said. He noted that, on the 

plus side, drones can be used to gather photos and videos. They would not be 

accessible otherwise. 



"Sharing these experiences encourages others to seek out similar experiences. In 

particular on public landscapes," he said. 

Richard Dolesh is a vice president at the National Recreation and Park 

Association. He said park managers aren't paying enough attention to increased 

drone use. He said people who are managing outdoor land and outdoor 

recreation aren't aware of what it's going to take to effectively manage drones. 

Dolesh noted that national parks banned drones. Visitors complained about their 

noise. 

"People travel long distances," he said, "for peace and solitude." 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EAST Assignment: 

After reading the two articles, answer the following questions on your own paper. 

Please write legibly. These will be graded! You will need to give at least a 

paragraph or more answer on each question. 

1. What are three advantages of the 3-D printed hand over conventional 

prosthetics? 

2. What other important items could we print out on a 3-D printer that would 

help people? 

3. If you had the opportunity to create something on a 3-D printer, what would it 

be and why? 

4. Why is spending on drones projected to double over the next decade? 

5. What are some EAST projects where we could incorporate the use of a drone? 

6. If you had the opportunity to buy a drone and use it for your own personal use, 

what would you mainly want to use it for and why? 
  


